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Java is gaining more and more acceptance in the game development community,  and with good commercial-quality Java games on the market, it will become a  definitive choice. Practical Java Game Programming identifies the  technological path developers need to take to make this happen. It explores and  illustrates cutting-edge Java game programming concepts and techniques through  specific explanations from existing Java game projects, with fully executable  example code. Intended for both Java programmers new to game development, and  for game programmers interested in Java, the book offers usage patterns that  leverage Java’s strengths and points out weaknesses to avoid. It teaches Java  programmers how to deliver outstanding games and details the specific issues in  Java to make game development straightforward and efficient. 

Java has always provided a powerful platform on which to develop interactive  content, and with the addition of the Java Technology Group’s gaming APIs, Java  becomes a third-party platform choice and delivery model for game developers.  Each chapter includes working code examples that can stand alone for easy  implementation into one’s own projects, or be used toward the creation of a  fully functional demo game. This allows beginning programmers to follow the  topics step-by-step, and more experienced programmers to use specific areas of  interest. Although this book is centered on Java and the platform technologies,  its message is for developers to maintain a wide view regarding new  technologies, as well as to keep creative ingenuity intact while implementing  games on the Java platform. 

Highlights

	Provides a complete guide to Java game development for Java programmers new  to game development  
	Focuses on Java specific topics such as performance issues and the virtual  machine, garbage collection, Just-in-Time (JIT) compiler, native timers, and  Java as a scripting language  
	Covers 3D game development issues including the new Java bindings for OpenGL  (JOGL), using JOGL to make a 3D Render Engine, and Collision Detection and  Response  
	Includes a chapter on "Local Area Networks for Java Games" by Jeff  Kesselman, the Sun Game Server Architect, and "Game dbases and JDBC" by Sun  Certified Java 2 Programmer, Will Bracken  
	Explains genre specific issues for sports, puzzle, racing, strategy,  action/adventure, and massively multiplayer online role-playing games  
	Provides up-to-date information on J2SDK 1.5 
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Beginning PivotTables in Excel 2007: From Novice to ProfessionalApress, 2007
Beginning PivotTables in Excel 2007 explains what Pivot Tables are, how you can benefit from using them, how to create them and modify them, and how to use their enhanced features. Using a Pivot Table in Microsoft Office Excel 2007 is a quick and exciting way to slice and dice a large amount of data.
	Carefully explains the...
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Extreme Exploits: Advanced Defenses Against Hardcore HacksMcGraw-Hill, 2005
Protect your network and web sites from malicious attacks with help from this cutting-edge guide. Extreme Exploits is packed with never-before-published advanced security techniques and concise instructions that explain how to defend against devastating vulnerabilities in software and network infrastructure. This book gives you detailed analyses...
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Old-Growth Forests: Function, Fate and Value (Ecological Studies)Springer, 2009
Many terms often used to describe old-growth forests imply that these forests are less vigorous, less productive and less stable than younger forests. But research in the last two decades has yielded results that challenge the view of old-growth forests being in decline. Given the importance of forests in battling climate change and the fact...
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Teach Yourself VISUALLY MacBook (Tech)Visual, 2008
Teach Yourself Visually
    Are you a visual learner? Do you prefer instructions that show you how to do something — and skip the long-winded explanations? If so, then this book is for you. Open it up and you'll find clear, step-by-step screen shots that show you how to tackle more than 160 MacBook tasks. Each task-based...
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Budgeting for ManagersMcGraw-Hill, 2003
Iremember the first time I made a budget. I had just started a new job, my first time as a manager. My boss, the dean of the school, said, “Sid, we have $50,000 to spend on computer systems this year. Please prepare a budget.”

Wow! All the exercises in school, all my thinking as I started the job and wrote out a plan for my...
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Cooperative Systems Design: Scenario-Based Design of Collaborative Systems (Frontiers in Artificial Intelligence and Applications)IOS Press, 2004
This publication focuses on the following subjects;  understanding and modeling of collaborative work situations which are  mediated by technical artefacts, either computational or not; developing  appropriate design methodologies for cooperative work analysis and  cooperative systems design; developing new technologies supporting  cooperation;...
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